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Abstract

Purpose: to study reliability of functioning and reserves of system, controlling movements with different coordination structure of special health group girl students (low health level) in physical education process.

Material: in the research special health group girl students (n=136, age 17-19) participated. They were divided into 2 groups – control and experimental. The program, directed to increase reliability and reserves of system controlling movements, was realized. It was based on physical exercises of complicated coordination with novelty elements, which were fulfilled under musical accompaniment. The research continued one academic year.

Results: in girl students with health problems we registered higher differential thresholds, when reproducing local movements in complicated conditions. They used visual and hearing feedback channels for informing brain’s programming areas about made mistakes. They were worse teachable in training accurate movements. These girl students have less expressed compensation reserves under impact of hindering factors and interferences. It can be interpreted as non-specific crisscross negative response to motor functional system in case of health problems. All these determine reduction of reserve potentials of motor control system.

Conclusions: The main reserve potentials’ criteria of control over different coordination structure movements are: quickness of passing to program mechanism of fine movements’ regulation in stable conditions of functioning; power and effectiveness of compensatory reactions, ensuring interference immunity of system, controlling movements under interfering factors; reliability of maintaining movements’ qualitative parameters in optimal range under interfering factors; reduction of sensor interconnections in stable functioning conditions.
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Introduction

Increase of reliability of system, controlling movements of different coordination structure, are weakly elucidated in special literature on physical education and sports [24, 26, 37, 41]. General principles of mechanisms of movements’ construction and control are reflected in a number of works [1, 5, 24, 26]. However, the problems of motor control reliability have been relatively weakly elucidated as well as reserves of system, controlling arbitrary movements in adaptation to physical loads by different age, sex and health problems people [4, 7, 15, 16].

It is known that increased physical activity is an important factor of motor system potentials’ strengthening in physical culture and sports practicing [3, 13, 14, 17]. Besides, physical activity is one of natural component of healthy life style [7, 10, 12, 30].

Reserves of movements’ control system are a component of human organism’s functional reserves (FR). However, they are relatively weakly elucidated from the following positions; mechanisms of reliability and quality of motor control [26, 28, 34, 35]; in the process healthy people’s adaptation to physical loads [4, 16, 22, 39] and students with healthy problems [9, 15, 21, 27].

Hypothesis: raising of reliability and quality of control of different coordination structure movements in students’ physical education (PE) is connected with the following: mastering of different equivalents methods of motor task’s realization; perfection of interference immunity mechanisms; increase of compensatory reconstructions’ quality in complicated conditions of functioning. Effect of complicating factors and interferences, variability of motor re-switching and fatigue are leading factors of reserve potentials of motor control system and health improvement in students in the process of PE [10, 15].

The purpose of the work is to study reliability of functioning and reserves of system, controlling movements with different coordination structure of special health group girl students (low health level) in physical education process.

Material and methods

Principles of systemic approach in biology [20], theory of motor control [1, 5, 8, 24], adaptation to physical loads [13, 14] and etc. were the methodological basis of the researches. They became theoretical base for experiment and selection of physical exercises, covering different coordination abilities, manifested in movements of different complexity.

Participants: in the research special health group girl students (n=136, age 17-19) participated. They were divided into 2 groups – control and experimental. The program, directed to increase reliability and reserves of system controlling movements, was realized. It was based on physical exercises of complicated coordination with novelty elements, which were fulfilled under musical accompaniment. The research continued one academic year.

In EG we offered additional program for coordination abilities’ development [10, 15]. Its base is physical exercises of increased coordination difficulty with novelty elements. We applied exercises of local, regional and global character with great number of motor re-switching [15, 32, 33, 40].
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Difficulty of physical exercises increased at the account of changing their space, time and dynamic parameters [10, 25]:
1) Change of feet supporting area or its mobility in exercises for balance;
2) Functional deprivation of some sensor systems in mastering exercises for movements’ accuracy;
3) Motor skills’ combining;
4) Combinations of walk with jumps, run and catching objects;
5) Exercises’ fulfillment by signal or for limited time;
For increasing trainings’ emotional character and density we used: musical accompaniment, aerobic means; dance elements; game character of exercises.

For assessment of motor control system’s reserves we used a complex of methods of research [19, 25, 29, 36]. With the help of different registration methods and pedagogic control we assessed indicators, characterizing quality of motor control [10, 31, 34, 35]: a) skipping; b) rhythmic space hand’s movements as per the pre-set pattern (at 10 cm distance) at maximal rate; c) walking by straight line up to the pre-set benchmark (3 meters’ distance) with open and closed eyes, before and after vestibular irritation; d) tennis ball throws at mobile and stationary targets at distance of 3 meters; e) shuttle run 4x9 m – for quickness; f) reproduction of 10 cm line on paper with open and closed eyes (by pensile); g) “Flamingo” test for balance.

Girl students’ functional state was assessed by registration of cardio and respiratory functioning [10, 31]: heart beats rate (HBR, bpm⁻¹); breathing frequency (BF, br/min⁻¹); breathing pause in Gandhi test (Ct, sec.); maximal oxygen consumption (VO₂max) by calculation in test PWC₁₇₀ [11]. Aerobic physical workability was determined with test PWC₁₇₀ [11].

Statistical analysis: experimental material was processed with the help of standard statistical methods, with program Statistica 12.5 [2].

Results
Physical education during academic year resulted in positive changes in control over different coordination structure movements in both groups of girl students. At the same time, application of additional program made the studied indicators’ changes more expressed in EG (see table 1).

Before experiment EG and CG girl students did not differ by quality of motor control. After experiment EG girl students demonstrated advantage by most of the studied indicators.

In average, physical condition indicators improved by 21.1 ± 5.4% in EG and by 7.8 ± 2.1% in CG. With it,

| Table 1. Indicators of motor control quality in control and experimental groups’ girl students at the beginning and at the end of the research |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **Groups** | **Indicators** | **Beginning of experiment** | **End of experiment** | **% of changes** |
| | | | n | X | ±m | n | X | ±m | p |
| **Control** | Deviations in final point (straight line walk – 3 meters, with closed eyes), cm | 35 | 25.9 | 1.0 | 35 | 22.8 | 0.8 | -12.5 | p<0.02 |
| | Brush reproduction of 10 cm line on paper with closed eyes, (errors, mm) | 35 | 8.5 | 0.2 | 35 | 8.0 | 0.2 | 7.4 | p>0.05 |
| | Skipping, quantity/10 sec. | 34 | 24.3 | 0.55 | 34 | 26.1 | 0.63 | 7.1 | p<0.05 |
| | Skipping errors, quantity/10 sec. | 34 | 0.6 | 0.15 | 34 | 0.1 | 0.07 | -81.0 | p<0.01 |
| | Shuttle run (ShR), sec. | 35 | 11.2 | 0.07 | 35 | 10.9 | 0.11 | -2.6 | p>0.05 |
| | Coordination reconstruction in ShR, sec. | 35 | 5.0 | 0.07 | 35 | 5.1 | 0.12 | 3.3 | p>0.05 |
| | Flamingo test, sec. | 77 | 5.9 | 0.1 | 69 | 5.7 | 0.1 | 3.6 | p<0.05 |
| | Tennis ball throw for accuracy, points | 59 | 1.9 | 0.2 | 59 | 2.5 | 0.2 | 29.6 | P>0.05 |
| | Total time of alternative both hand fingers’ touches of two circles (located at 10cm distance from each other) at maximal speed, sec. | 77 | 5.7 | 0.1 | 77 | 5.9 | 0.1 | 3.6 | P<0.05 |
| | Deviations in final point (straight line walk – 3 meters, with closed eyes), cm | 35 | 26.0 | 0.9 | 35 | 20.1 | 0.7 | -22.5 | p<0.001 |
| | Brush reproduction of 10 cm line on paper with closed eyes, (errors, mm) | 35 | 9.0 | 0.2 | 35 | 6.2 | 0.2 | 44.8 | p<0.001 |
| | Skipping, quantity/10 sec. | 54 | 24.4 | 0.42 | 54 | 26.7 | 0.35 | 9.2 | p<0.001 |
| | Skipping errors, quantity/10 sec. | 54 | 0.3 | 0.10 | 54 | 0.1 | 0.04 | -72.2 | p<0.05 |
| | Shuttle run (ShR), sec. | 39 | 10.9 | 0.09 | 39 | 10.5 | 0.09 | -3.1 | p<0.01 |
| | Coordination reconstruction in ShR, sec. | 39 | 4.8 | 0.12 | 39 | 5.2 | 0.09 | 8.4 | p<0.01 |
| | Flamingo test, sec. | 55 | 6.0 | 0.6 | 56 | 5.2 | 0.6 | 13.4 | P<0.05 |
| | Tennis ball throw for accuracy, points | 59 | 1.8 | 0.2 | 59 | 3.2 | 0.2 | 70.6 | P<0.001 |
| | Total time of alternative both hand fingers’ touches of two circles (located at 10cm distance from each other) at maximal speed, sec. | 59 | 5.8 | 0.1 | 59 | 6.3 | 0.1 | 9.1 | P<0.001 |
7.5% EG girl students were moved in main health group and 3.5% of CG girl students. 

Advantage of EG girl students became noticeable by the end of experiment in fulfillment of local (space hand’s movements for accuracy and quickness), regional (straight line walk for accuracy up to the pre-set bench mark, skipping, tennis ball throws to target) and global (shuttle run) movements (see table 1). These movements have different coordination structure of control [1, 8, 36]. 

EG girl students improved also mastering of movements for accuracy with usage of visual feedback and in transition of program mechanism (straight line walk for accuracy, reproduction of 10 cm line on paper and etc.). 

Analysis of cyclic loco-motor movements (walking with open and closed eyes before and after vestibular irritation) showed [10], that straight line walking for accuracy is realized, mainly, by hard program of regulation. Leading role of visual sensor system in training process is the most important in the stage of “afferent synthesis” [18, 20] at the beginning of training, in case of great discordance between the set program and the received results. Visual feedback channel effectively participates in correction of motor program in the stage of “afferent synthesis” – before reproduction of every exercise and in the process of its fulfillment. Hearing sensor system effectively “adjusts” motor program only in the process of its direct realization [10].

Motor perfection is accompanied by reduction of discordance errors between the formed program and results. Periodic switching off of eyesight in the process of moving increases sensitivity of proprioceptive sensor system as well as the role of visual afferentation in the following re-programming of motion. Besides, it facilitates mastering of movements for accuracy and its atomization, increasing of compensatory potentials in control system. The role of visual and hearing afferentation in correction of 

Table 2. Regression correlation models of some indicators of functional fitness and motor coordination in EG at the end of experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent indicators (y)</th>
<th>Equations of regression</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shuttle run, sec.</td>
<td>y = 8.845 + 0.025HBR</td>
<td>0.598&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity of balance deviations in “Flamingo” test</td>
<td>y = 0.59FB-3.39</td>
<td>0.461&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination reconstructions of upper limb, quantity.10 sec⁻¹</td>
<td>y = 7.983 – 0.027HBR</td>
<td>0.442&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throwing at stationary target, points</td>
<td>y = 5&gt;04 + 0.026GT</td>
<td>0.498&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throwing at moving target, points</td>
<td>y = 8.25 – 0.036HBR</td>
<td>-0.485&lt;0.0007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throwing in ShR</td>
<td>y = 9.17 – 0.071</td>
<td>-0.654&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination reconstruction in ShR</td>
<td>y = 1.277 + 0.021 Vr HBR 3’2p l</td>
<td>0.592&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error in 10 cm line’s reproduction with VC, cm</td>
<td>y = 10.02 – 0.206Vr HBR 3’2p</td>
<td>-0.535&lt;0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throwing at stationary target for accuracy, points</td>
<td>y=(0.108V O max/MOC –0.033 HBR 3’y)±1.3</td>
<td>0.856&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: HBR – heart beats rate, bpm⁻¹; FB –frequency of breathing, br.min⁻¹; GT– Genchi test, sec. Vr HBR 3’2p l – heart beats rate in test PWC₂⁰₀ (second load), bpm⁻¹; Vr HBR 3’2r – velocity of HBR restoration during 3 minutes after load in test PWC₂⁰₀ (second load), bpm 1; VO₂ max/ MOC – maximal oxygen consumption per 1 kg of body mass, ml; HBR 3’y± – HBR restoration during 3 minutes in test PWC₂⁰₀ bpm 1; VC – error in 10 cm line’s reproduction with visual correction (VC), cm; ShR – shuttle run, sec.
(r=-0.54, p<0.001) targets;
b) Increase of breathing pause in Ganchi test is accompanied by increase of coordination reconstructions’ quantity (r=0.498, p<0.0001);
c) HBR reduction in response to physical load in test PWC_{170} is accompanied by reduction of coordination reconstructions’ time in FB and vice versa (r=0.592, p<0.01);
d) Increase of HBR restoration speed after physical aerobic load (in test PWC_{170}) is accompanied by reduction of mistakes in reproduction of hand’s local fine movements (r=-0.535, p<0.0002);
e) with increasing of VO_{2max} per one kg of body mass and HBR reduction to 3rd minute of recreation period after load in EG we registered improvement of throws to stationary target accuracy (r=0.856, p<0.0001 – multiple regression model – see table 2.

Discussion
The conducted studies showed PH and experimental program positive influence on coordination and physical condition of girl students with weak health.

In annual pedagogic cycle general mechanisms of movements’ mastering were not changed. The experiment resulted in improvement of sensor-motor interconnections, reduction of sensor systems’ sensitivity thresholds (to perceiving of deviations from the pre-set target with fine movements in complicated conditions). The worked out by us pedagogic program resulted also in increase of compensatory reconstructions’ effectiveness (with participation of visual and hearing afferentation).

Comparison of our results with other works [5, 8, 15, 16] that general laws of local, fine movements’ mastering and control are the same both for students with health problems and for healthy students [6]. SHG girl students differed insignificantly by mechanisms of mastering and control of local movements in stable external conditions from main health group students (having no health problems) [6, 9, 10].

Most of motor tests were fulfilled in conditions of interferences; with high requirements to accuracy and at high speed. It reflected in more expressed improvement of quality and stability of motor regulation in EG. It was an evidence of compensatory mechanisms’ effectiveness and power increase for saving motor system function’s reliability. It witnesses about increase of motor control system’s reserve potentials and is one of criteria of these reserves.

Our results showed that perfection of space fine movements’ regulation realizes in the following sequence: reduction of role of external (visual and hearing) and increase in internal (proprioceptive) regulation circuit; transition to program regulation mechanism in stable conditions of functioning. It coincides with parametrical conception of motor control in standard conditions [5]. Increase of compensatory reconstructions’ reliability under impact of interfering factors is one of criteria of motor control quality.

Domination of program regulation mechanism is observed in fulfillment of hand’s local movements and motions in stable conditions of main movement’s realization. But in conditions of interferences the role of visual and hearing feedback channels is rising for compensation of deviations and quick return to program model of movement’s realization. It coincides with conception of cyclic loco-motions’ control [1, 5].

It is characteristic that more expressed positive changes took place in movements of the highest regulation levels (C and D by Bernstein [1]): in throwing at moving target; in shuttle run; in coordination reconstruction in ShR. We also observed positive changes in exercises, regulation of which is realized at lower levels (A and B): they are more stable, more programmable; more difficult to be controlled of (walking by straight line; balance in Flamingo test; skipping). They are more resistant for interferences, more stable in reproduction and are based on steady regulation programs.

Under proper organization the worked out methodic approaches to PE provisioning permit to improve physical fitness, functional state and coordination of SHG girl students. Besides, they increase reserve potentials of their motor systems and control over movements.

The corrected PE process for girl students with health problems noticeably improved motor function, increased motor system’s reserve potentials; improved physical conditions.

Conclusions
As a result of our researches we found that the most important criteria of reserve potentials of local movements’ control system are:
- Quickness of fine movements’ mastering and transition to program mechanism of movements’ regulation in stable conditions of functioning;
- Power and effectiveness of compensatory reactions, ensuring interference immunity of movements’ control system under impact of interferences;
- Reliability of qualitative movements parameters’ saving in optimal range under impact of interference factors;
- Reduction of sensor interconnections in movements’ control system in stable functioning conditions (the principle of minimal interaction.

As on to day the following directions in solving the problem of functional reserves of movements’ control system can be promising: a) study of functional reserves of different motor control levels; b) analysis of mobilized organism’s reserves’ structures, depending on sport functioning character; c) study of switching sequence of different levels’ reserves, mechanisms of their mobilization and character of their integration in different kinds of sports; d) analysis of reserves’ trainability; e) working out of monitoring and assessment flexible systems for motor system’s reserves, differentiated by sex, age, character of health problems and other criteria.
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